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Communal 86-134" Extendable Dining Table CMNL-BK-EXTDT
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Description

The Communal Reclaimed Teak Outdoor Extension Dining Table by Harmonia Living brings mixed material
design and natural aesthetic to your outdoor living space. Hand made by Indonesian craftsmen and expert
artisans from a combination of sustainable reclaimed teak certified by the Forest Stewardship Council (FSC)
paired with a powder-coated black aluminum base. The table features 1 extension leaf that rotates into place
during use or for easy storage under the table when not in use, and can easily be operated by 1 person. This
patio dining table seats up to 12 when extended and 8 when not extended making it a flexible outdoor dining
table for entertaining.

Includes
1x Communal Extendable Dining Table CMNL-BK-EXTDT
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Dimensions
Communal Extendable Dining Table: 86.5 - 134L x 39.5W x 30H (170 lbs.)

Frame Height: 30

Features
100% FSC certified Indonesian reclaimed teak is repurposed into high quality outdoor furniture.
Each piece is a unique work of art, handcrafted by skilled artisans who are masters working with
reclaimed teak.
Made from reclaimed from deconstructed buildings and bridges, there is no harvesting of new teak
trees to make this furniture.
Teak is dense hardwood that is naturally oily which offers benefits over other natural woods including
resistance to light, heat, moisture and pest damage.
New teak wood furniture will have a warm golden hue that patinas to a silvery grey over time. Letting
the teak patina will not compromise the integrity of the wood, however, to keep the golden color, clean
the teak furniture about once a year and apply a thin layer of teak oil.
The outdoor extension table has a self-storing leaf which extends the table from 86.6" to 133.9" in
length. When extended, this patio dining table can seat up to 12.


